College seniors around the nation are preparing to enter the workforce. This year’s competitive job market is beginning to heat up. If you are a Bryant College senior you are most likely familiar with the conveniences and pitfalls of the new e-Recruiting software. The Bryant Career Connection is an e-Recruiting software package linking over 200 colleges and universities across the nation; including Brown, Providence College, and this year, Bryant College. The software is operated through the Office of Career Services, and directed by Skip Nordhoff. According to Nordhoff the goal of the system is to “automate the recruiting process”, while “streamlining the existing network” making for a more “convenient process”. Many students are finding that the streamlined process is actually causing more headaches than it is relieving. Among these problems are long file conversion times, problems with certain browsers, and particular job requirements.

It is understandable that a new system would have some bugs, however this software system was created in the mid 1990’s by a Boston start-up, Experience.com. Most likely the bugs are on the user-end of the software. In order to have full use of the e-Recruiting system students must attend a Senior Orientation given by Nordhoff. These sessions will be finished by Wednesday, October 3rd. If you have missed all of the Orientation programs students may contact Career Services; more programs will be held on an “as needed basis”.

The software groups job listings from companies recruiting on campus and posts them for students to view. It is then possible for students to apply for these positions by electronically submitting resumes, cover letters, and unofficial transcripts. All users must upload to the system their resumes and cover letters as MS Word documents to be converted to PDF files. This process is where most students initially run into trouble. During peak hours the system can become overloaded, with thousands of students using the software across the nation. It is not unusual for resumes and cover letters to take up to 24 hours to convert to PDF format. This offers little comfort for students with pending deadlines.

Transcripts are more complicated. The student must first obtain a “hard copy” of his or her transcript. This often requires 3-5 days processing time from Academic Records, and a $5.00 fee. It is also possible to print the transcript from the Banner network at Undergraduate Programs. Although it is often suggested saving the document as a word file from the Banner system is not sufficient for the e-Recruiting software. Students must scan their “hard copy” and save it as a word file.

In the Koffler Center and in some students’ rooms there have been difficulties running the software using a Netscape Browser. Apparently, Netscape freezes and can crash during certain operations. This problem is yet to be confirmed by Career Services.

A final complaint of the e-recruiting software is the screening of candidates. Many job postings require certain majors, student status (senior-junior-etc.), and a minimum GPA. If students do not meet all of these criteria they are blocked from even applying for an interview. Many students are finding that their GPA’s keep them from being able to apply to a number of job postings. Nordhoff suggests that the minimum GPA requirement is a method for “employers to filter applications for academic excellence”. This comes as a disappointing limitation to students who strive for “academic excellence” but fall just short of the prescribed boundaries.

Despite these drawbacks to the system, the new Recruiting software at Bryant will be a widely used tool for job searches. The system does offer an expanded universe of opportunities.

(Continued on pg 3)

Faulty Career Connection
By Colin Kelley

Lateuly there has been a lot of talk circulating amongst seniors and faculty regarding the mysterious ETS test. If you haven’t heard anything about it yet, I’m here to fill you in. The ETS Business Major Field Exam is a standardized test that is given to seniors as part of their Business Policy class a.k.a. BUS 400. It was administered for the first time last year to the seniors as a way to gauge their understanding of the business education that they had received. At that point the only thing that was mandatory about the test was attending. The main purpose was to measure learning outcomes.

I spoke with Dr. Ron DiBattista, the head of the management department here at Bryant in order to gain a better understanding of what the ETS test was and how it impacts the school. He gave me a rundown of the test, as well as some information that I hope will put the rumors surrounding the exam to rest.

When asked why it is now a mandatory part of the curriculum, he explained that this is an effective way to measure the proficiency in business concepts that Bryant students are supposed to have when they graduate. The test can also evaluate the performance of professors and whether they are communicating all the necessary information. Dr. DiBattista also said that this is a great way for Bryant to determine how to continue to provide the best in business education. Here is some technical information regarding the exam:

*The test is given in 2 separate parts. Students are given 1 hour to complete each part with a 30-minute break in between the two. (Kinda remind you of SAT’s?)

*The test is administered outside of class time on four different dates. Seniors have to take it on one of the assigned days. (Dates are listed at the end of this article). All of the dates for this

(Continued on pg 3)
IT’S NOT BUSINESS AS USUAL
(FIRST OF A SERIES)
By Asa Williams

Bryant College’s slogan, in case you’re unaware, is “Expanding the World of Opportunity.” This year, those words have a whole new meaning, as three new majors have been added, all outside the business area. Regarding this expansion, Bryant’s President Ron Machlley said that “the new majors will become popular and will help us bring some very good students to this campus, students who would not have even looked at us had this move not been made.” Also aware of the changes, one of our school’s President Ron Machlley, he says that as another result, “more female students will be coming here.”

One of these three new majors is communication (notice that there is no “s” at the end). This program has actually been upgraded from a liberal arts minor and concentration. “All popular at the field is here,” says professor Dr. Kevin Pearce, “communication is one of the fastest-growing disciplines today. According to the Labor Department, there has been a steady increase in the need for communication majors in the current marketplace, that increase is expected to continue.” He also says that communication was and still is the school’s most popular minor and liberal arts concentration.

The communication department also has a new chair in Dr. Stanley Baran, formerly of San Jose State University, where he held a similar position in that school’s Theatre Arts department. He is one of four faculty advisors for the Bryant Communication Society. Baran says that there are two ways to look at this expansion. First, off, he stresses the importance of communication and its technologies in business. “There is nobody in any business, he says, that will not benefit from improved communication skills and more thoughtful use of communication technologies. Technology provides us with different ways of connecting with our publics; the resultant benefits and risks vary.” He also says “there is almost no aspect of communication that is not related to a business; any improvement in personal communication skills or in the use of communication technologies will be of great advantage to the graduate, whoever she may work for.”

On the college front, Dr. Baran explains why Bryant is a great place to be a communication major: “our school’s offering of communication courses and a liberal arts education can rival other universities, but our main advantage is that we can provide a good dose of our signature business core as well.” He says that we must be aware that “the college graduate with a communication degree will more often than not be working in a business setting. After all,” he says, “why would you want to remain ignorant of it?”
Campus Career Connections...  

The following Interviewing for Success workshops scheduled in October will now meet in Room 275/276. Please call 232-6090 with any questions.

- **Monday, October 1**, 4:30pm
- **Tuesday, October 2**, 7pm
- **Wednesday, October 3**, 6pm
- **Wednesday, October 10**, 5pm
- **Thursday, October 11**, 11am
- **Friday, October 12**, 1pm
- **Monday, October 15**, 2:30pm

Office of Career Services

Scheduling Changes

The following Interviewing for Success workshops scheduled in October will now meet in Room 275/276. Please call 232-6090 with any questions.

- **Monday, October 1**, 4:30pm
- **Tuesday, October 2**, 7pm
- **Wednesday, October 3**, 6pm
- **Wednesday, October 10**, 5pm
- **Thursday, October 11**, 11am
- **Friday, October 12**, 1pm
- **Monday, October 15**, 2:30pm

There's a reason we're called Travelers.

Join the company that has plenty of room for advancement. Since becoming a member of Citigroup, we've become part of one of the largest financial services companies on the planet. And that translates into an environment where careers can really go places. When you join Travelers, you're joining an innovative leader. So make the right moves with us and enjoy world class benefits from day one.

We're coming to campus to interview for:
- **Finance Management Leadership Development Program**
- **Actuarial Leadership Development Program**
- **Programming and Computer Excellence**

Interviews - **October 24, 2001**
Resume Drop - **October 10, 2001**

If you can't join us, please submit resume indicating area of interest to College Relations, Travelers, One Tower Square, 952, Hartford, CT 06183-7650. Fax: 860-277-4970. Email: college@travelers.com

Travelers
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That Go-Go Decade of the '90s is Back
By Stephen Lynch
The Orange County Register

They were the bygone days of, oh, two years ago. Remember when? Vaguely, I'm sure. But if you concentrate, you may conjure images of that olden decade: the '90s. Between Kurt Cobain on the cover of Spin magazine and '90s weekend-ons local radio stations, the days of grunge and the Gap are enjoying a comeback. Britney Spears performed on last month's MTV Video Music Awards. You remember Britney, don't you? Sure do you. Just enough time has passed since Bill Clinton (remember him?) left office, and those oh-so-'90s bands like Linkin Park and Staind swept away '90s artists like, let's see, the Backstreet Boys, Faith Hill and the Foo Fighters. Even Puff Daddy was upstaged by some guy named P. Diddy. So many it's time to look back and give that decade a handy label, a fashion look and a 10-disc retrospective. Break out the flannel, put "Nevermind" on your iPod, and we were scared of it? The Archway and we were scared of it? Surely you took away a memory, something special that compelled you to do it. October 5, 2001

HOW TO LOOK LIKE YOU'RE FROM SEATTLE, CIRCA 1992: Step one: Grow a goatee, or a soul patch, unless you're a girl. Step three: Doc Marten boots. Step five: flannel with holes (pre-holed loses style points, but in a pinch, they'll do). Step six: T-shirt, preferably Nine Inch Nails concert tour or unsigned Seattle band. Extra credit for the Pixies. Voilà! You're grunge.

Stevie Wonder Offers Songs in the Key of Healing
By Ben Wener
The Orange County Register

Surely you took away a memory, something special that compelled you to donate as if we needed a more compelling reason. But of the many profoundly emotional moments the 'America: A Tribute to Heroes' telethon provided, for me the most heart-wrenching by far was watching Stevie Wonder fighting back tears during "Love's in Need of Love Today." Perhaps because it was the first time in years I've seen him be anything other than Stevie Wonder, Professional Legend. If you're not familiar with the song, here are the lyrics that seemed to get Stevie choked up: "The force of evil plans to make you its possession. And it will, if we let it, destroy everyone/We all must take precautionary measures/It love and peace you treasure." Stevie's most sprawling masterpiece, however, is ultimately about uplifting the spirit, not merely observing it from a coolly detached distance. It's about jumping in headlong and experiencing its exhilarations from the inside out. It's about the wonder of birth (the ray of sunshine "Isn't She Lovely") to the innocuous rambunctiousness of youth (the imperially grooving "I Wish"). And it's just dawning on me that I haven't mentioned how dazzling the music is. But then, maybe that's something best discovered by yourself.
Welcome back everyone! The sisters of Delta Zeta would like to start off by saying that our prayers and deepest sympathies go out to all of those who were committed, by standing together we can help push forward into the future, coming out stronger than ever.

I would like to start off by thanking Angel, Jaedan, Jasper, and Quinci for their wonderful job painting the wall! Next time girls, try to get more on the wall and less on yourselves okay? Although it’s early in the semester, there has still been a lot of shadiness going on around Turtle Town. Angel wants to warn the Sigmata to lock their doors because Worm seems to be having trouble finding a bed. Masyn, on the other hand, is that girl who spends her nights climbing onto townhouse roofs. Meanwhile Angel and Phoebie are hawing their photos taken with far too many shady freshmen, “Sorority Chicks!” Not to mention the fact that we’ve already had some of our crazy alumni come visit, and Angel would like to send out a message to Arista our crazy alumni come visit the TEP boys for saving their photos taken with the weakest link! Survivor Flip-Cup? Angel wants to thank Kitt for their night out, and to tell everyone that all people can have fun too! Angel and Byron want to give a “high-five” to Blake’s late-night tackle on the 50-yard-line. And Kacey wants to remind Kitt that, “Yeah, I seen that stuff before!” We need to find the number for that infomercial—We need that! Meanwhile Masyn is recovering from her weekend of “Candy necklaces gone wrong,” and wants everyone to know that she is not a parochial school girl. But don’t worry, Masyn, your Big promises to protect you from the slums!! By the way Kitt, Kacey wants to know if it’s at all possible for you to control your elf? We need to stop getting separated partner! L&S Kacey. Quinci (who appears to be the Queen of late-night shadiness this year!), Masyn wants to thank you for late-night shady nights this weekend. It was a great time! Phoebie and Masyn want to warn everyone that some nights become far too shady on the stoop, and to watch out for superheroes. Dilly wants to say Kitt, “Hey partner, awesome job this weekend, I had a blast!” In response to this Dylan, Kitt said that you have to come and stay for a little while next time we have some extra show even more progress on the field as almost all the rookies got a chance to play significant minutes. In another “agonizing” defeat, Brand and Regan would score our first try to confirm our enormous improvement from last year. With position changes, some players got to see how the rest of the team works. Juggy, a long time wing was thrown in at flanker to show that he had the intensity and strength to play with the pack. As we continue to practice daily there is no doubt that we will continue to improve our game and successes.

Delta Zeta
By Jennifer Crisafi

Welcome back everyone! The sisters of Delta Zeta would like to start off by saying that our prayers and deepest sympathies go out to all of those who were committed, by standing together we can help push forward into the future, coming out stronger than ever.

I would like to start off by thanking Angel, Jaedan, Jasper, and Quinci for their wonderful job painting the wall! Next time girls, try to get more on the wall and less on yourselves okay? Although it’s early in the semester, there has still been a lot of shadiness going on around Turtle Town. Angel wants to warn the Sigmata to lock their doors because Worm seems to be having trouble finding a bed. Masyn, on the other hand, is that girl who spends her nights climbing onto townhouse roofs. Meanwhile Angel and Phoebie are hawing their photos taken with far too many shady freshmen, “Sorority Chicks!” Not to mention the fact that we’ve already had some of our crazy alumni come visit, and Angel would like to send out a message to Arista our crazy alumni come visit the TEP boys for saving their photos taken with

Dance! Phoebie has decided, however, that someone needs to be dancing with Angel, Jaedan, and Quinci because “Sometimes they get lonely—but it’s okay to be special!” And now for the shady part of our article. We would like to start this section off by thanking Angel for planning such awesome parties this year! “Hail to the vat race!” Zoei wants to thank Quinci for being a shade bag with her 2 weeks in a row...Big Daddy, find a stick? Partners in crime always!!! Blake wants to thank Jaxsyn for her company on Saturday night, and Sydney wants Quinci to know that she almost had him, she just left too soon!! Maybe next time?? Zoei, here’s to the shady late nights—but we need to stop getting separated partner! L&S Kacey. Quinci (who appears to be the Queen of late-night shadiness this year!), Masyn wants to thank you for late-night shady nights this weekend. It was a great time! Phoebie and Masyn want to warn everyone that some nights become far too shady on the stoop, and to watch out for superheroes. Dilly wants to say Kitt, “Hey partner, awesome job this weekend, I had a blast!” In response to this Dylan, Kitt said that you have to come and stay for a little while next time we have some extra show even more progress on the field as almost all the rookies got a chance to play significant minutes. In another “agonizing” defeat, Brand and Regan would score our first try to confirm our enormous improvement from last year. With position changes, some players got to see how the rest of the team works. Juggy, a long time wing was thrown in at flanker to show that he had the intensity and strength to play with the pack. As we continue to practice daily there is no doubt that we will continue to improve our game and successes.

Men’s Rugby
By Patrick Beuttler

An all new season and legacy has begun for the Bryant Men’s Rugby Club. After last season’s on and off the field misfortune, we have gathered our eleven returning vets and combined them with nearly twenty rookies to show Division 2 that we mean business. This season’s skills and motivation have skyrocketed with the help and guidance of our two new coaches, Jay and Forest.

Our first game was home versus Castleton State College from Vermont. Ox and first time scorer Chip would each throw down a hard fought try to boost the Bulldogs inspiration in an agonizing defeat by the visiting team. We would like to thank all the Alumni for showing up and helping out.

Our second match versus Springfield College at Bryant would show how much the team has grown since last year, even with the loss of many graduating players. The potential for our team was really seen in this hard fought loss. Chip, with his second try, would show to be another continuing threat in an injury plagued game. The rookies became a huge contributing factor in this game, as a player got hurt we would replace them with an inexperienced rookie. Although inexperienced, they all showed great enthusiasm and potential. Thorsten and Dorek would have exceptionally good games, never giving up which showed the true spirit of rugby.

In our first away game at Wentworth Institute of Technology, we would show even more progress on the field as almost all the rookies got a chance to play significant minutes. In another “agonizing” defeat, Brand and Regan would score our first try to confirm our enormous improvement from last year. With position changes, some players got to see how the rest of the team works. Juggy, a long time wing was thrown in at flanker to show that he had the intensity and strength to play with the pack. As we continue to practice daily there is no doubt that we will continue to improve our game and successes.
**STUDENT SENATE**

**HOUSING COMMITTEE**

Elena Ferritita  
Housing Committee Chair

So far, the year is off to a good start! We have had a few housing issues, but they have been swiftly resolved.

A couple Announcements and reminders:

* For all of you New Townhouse Residents, I was recently informed that we will all be receiving our living room lamps by next week – sorry for the delay – but better late than never!

* I am looking into a better recycling program for halls 14, 15 & 16 per the request of a few freshmen students.

* I have had questions regarding banners being hung in outside windows or outside residence halls/townhouses. As I reported at the Senate meeting on 9/19, NO BANNERS OR DECORATIONS (with the current exception of the American Flag) shall be hung for public display. (Of course, campus advertisements and informational flyers/bulletins fall under a different category.)

If you have any questions, comments or issues, please contact me at erfl@bryant.edu and I will gladly look into them for you. I meet with Julie LeBlanc, Director of Residence Life, on a weekly basis, so I will do my best to swiftly respond to your concerns.

---

**PHYSICAL PLANT COMMITTEE REPORT**

Currently, Physical Plant is being co-chaired by Matt Ferreira (x4472) and Kelly Van Deusen (x4709). The committee has been and still is working hard to resolve student issues. All complaints and inquiries can be directed to them.

By Julie Anne Collins  
Sophomore Senator

Once again the Student Senate held it’s annual Fall Retreat for all of the senators. We went to a beautiful campsite called Camp Jewell in Colebrook, Connecticut for the weekend of September 14th through the 16th. At the camp we were involved in many building activities and learned more about senate and especially each other.

We had a great turn out and met some new friends. The freshmen were awesome, considering that they had just won their elections the day before we left, and here they were spending an entire weekend with almost complete strangers! I would just like to thank them for their efforts and great contributions! We all managed to get through the weekend with some laughs and good times. (Check out the bulletin board of pictures in the Bryant Center 2nd Floor outside of Images). We all had a fun time together and this year the Senate has a wonderful e-board and group of Senators. This year as the governing student body, we will be here to serve and empower students, and to let their voices be heard!

**Sophomore Class Chair**

Bridget Morse

The Sophomore Class is well on it’s way to having a very successful and productive year. During our retreat a couple weeks ago the Sophomore Senators set various goals and discussed many fundraising ideas. Our first fundraiser is going to take place during Parents and Family Weekend, November 9-11. We are going to be raffling off a variety of gift baskets, the tickets will be sold for $1 each and a portion of our proceeds will be going to the “Make A Wish” foundation. We are confident that this activity will raise a great deal of money for our class. I am also in the process of sending out a letter to each member of the Sophomore Class informing them of what our plans are for the school year, the date of our first class meeting, and how they too can get involved. Please be on the lookout for signs and of course my letter to find out further information.

**AD-HOC**

Domenico Froane

This committee is designed to take up any concerns that do not fall under the responsibilities of other committees held by Senators. This includes the issue of the RPTA buses no longer keeping Bryant College in its route, they have however set up another service that requires you to contact their main office. Also to offset this, the BTA will be back in the next week or so, they are in the final stages of hiring drivers. Any other concerns that need to be directed to the Senate can be e-mailed to dfj7@bryant.edu and they will be directed to the correct chair.

**Public Relations Committee**

Matt Ferreira and Michelle Pandolfini

Throughout the semester we will be publicizing upcoming speakers for the Senate as well as Senate related events, such as special topic discussions. As our current calendar stands we have no scheduled events for the near future, please look for future articles in the Archway as well as flyers throughout the campus.

---

The Archway  
October 5, 2001
FOOD OPERATIONS

The Food Operations Committee has achieved a few changes at South and Salzman Dining Halls this past September. We brought back the Chicken Caesar Salad, that seemed to be a favorite meal at Salzman and we have developed some value meals at South to lower the prices and make the food worth your money. Soon to come will be changes in the menu plans, which is in process right now, by getting the equivalency back at South. This we are looking forward to, and we're sure that you are too.

If you have any questions or issues about or for the Food Operations Committee, you would like to join it please email Gina Riccardi at grrl@bryant.edu. We will work to the best of our abilities to make sure that all the problems are solved.

CHAPLAIN'S CORNER

By Rev. Joseph A. Pescatello
Catholic Chaplain

In reflecting upon the events of the past several weeks, I have thought that if any good can come of this tragedy it is to awaken us to the realization that although we are all different and come from varied back-grounds ethnically, religiously, and culturally, we share a common humanity. We need to stand together, not only as Americans but as members of the world community to work for peace, understanding, and to foster a deeper awareness of our interdependence upon one another. We all can make a difference, each in our own way.

A second year student, Avi Levine, sent me an e-mail following the 9:15 prayer service on the evening of September 11, 2001, and I would like to share a portion of his message with you.

"A little while ago, I got back from a prayer service. This service was directed towards general prayer, non-denominational. After the service, about 100 students gathered around our campus pond and prayed together, holding candles, representing themselves and others who are affected by this tragedy. We were all there—Blacks, Whites, Hispanics, Jews, Catholics, Muslims, and others. We were all there for the same reason—to hope. We were told to look at the light, a light that was generated by 100 students of all back-grounds, cultures, genders, and religions, who were willing to help for the same cause. We were told to "see" the light, but not just the light of the candles, the light of peace which was generated by our community gathering together as one to mourn those who were lost, pray for those helping others, and for those who need help.

This really made me see how "dark" everything really was. Why did we wait until now to see the light? I don't know why.

While sitting at the service tonight, I took a lesson out of all of this...to keep the light shining. Let's keep shining.”

Let us not forget this message, and let us live to make it a reality.

Office of Career Services

Scheduling Changes

The following Career Services workshops scheduled in October will now meet in Room 278.

Please call 232-6090 with any questions.

- Dynamic Resumes: Tuesday, October 9, 6pm
- Interviewing American Style: Tuesday, October 9, 5pm

NEXT ISSUE OF THE ARCHWAY HITTING THE STANDS OCTOBER 19, 2001
Pulitzer Prize winner
Galway Kinnei

Finding Glory: The Power of Poetry

This Pulitzer Prize-winning poet will read from his latest book, *A New Selected Poems*, referred to by the *San Diego Union-Tribune* as "Forty years of his most shimmering work." Kinnei, a native son who grew up in Pawtucket, is director of the creative writing program at City College in New York City.

Come feel the power of poetry from a man whom the National Book Award judges cited as "at the table with his mentors: Rilke, Whitman, and Frost."

**Wednesday, October 10 • 8 p.m.**

**Janikies Auditorium • Bryant College**

Admission is free, but tickets are required. Call (401) 232-6245 for phone reservations; remaining tickets will be available at the door. A reception and book signing will follow in the Unistructure Rotunda.

This Trustee Speaker Series is presented in conjunction with the Department of English and Humanities.

---

**Introducing EBSCO Academic Search Premier and CQ Researcher on the Web**

*Off the Shelf*

Colleen Anderson
Reference Librarian

The Hodgson memorial Library now subscribes to EBSCO's Academic Search Premier, a database with indexing and abstracts for 4,150 scholarly journals, 3,180 of which are available full text. This product is available campus-wide and to off-campus library patrons via the library Web page under "E-resources". The scope of the database includes coverage for a variety of subject areas, including the social sciences, humanities, education, ethnic studies, and literature. A large number of academic journals can be accessed from this new EBSCO database, and searchers can limit their search to academic journals only by checking a box marked "peer reviewed". Researchers can select one of four methods for searching the database: by keyword, natural language, advanced, or expert search. The advanced and expert search methods let searchers focus their requests by limiting their search terms to the author, title, or subject search fields. Retrieved articles can be printed, emailed, or downloaded to a disk. The reference staff offers training on EBSCO every Monday evening at 7pm. For more information, or to sign up for a training session, call 232-6299 or email Colleen Anderson at canderson@bryant.edu

The CQ Researcher on the Web is an award-winning product (Sigma Delta Chi award for journalism excellence, 1999) offering in-depth, objective reports on "hot topics" in the news. CQ essays write on topics ranging from the environment to politics, culture, technology, and science. These reports include an overview and history of the topic, a chronology of important events, a present viewpoint on one particular aspect of the topic, and a list of sources for further reading. Students can print the whole report or parts of the report for free. For example, *CQ Researcher* is an excellent product to use to research the issues surrounding the terrorist attacks of September 11th. The producers of the database have put together a special educational segment titled Recent Terrorism Events: Background and Context. This free supplement includes the full text of publications written by analysts at *CQ Researcher* containing in-depth studies of terrorism—Combating Terrorism, Islamic Fundamentalism, and The Middle East Conflict. Ask at the reference desk for a demonstration of how you can use *CQ Researcher* as a tool for locating information on any paper on current events.

---

Smithfield, R. I. (September 28, 2001) -- Pulitzer Prize winner Galway Kinnei will read from his work on Wednesday, October 10, at 8 p.m. in Janikies Auditorium. This event, part of the Trustee Speaker Series, is free and open to the public, but tickets are required. Tickets may be picked up at the Bryant Center Information Desk or reserved by calling (401) 232-6245 until 6 p.m. on the night of the event. Remaining tickets will be available at the door. A reception and book signing will follow, to which all are invited.

Kinnei was born in Providence and studied at Princeton University and the University of Rochester. He was a Fulbright Fellow in Paris, served in the U.S. Navy, and was a field worker for the Congress of Racial Equality. He taught at the Universities of Grenoble and Nice, France. He presently serves as director of the creative writing program at City College in New York City.

His latest collection, *A New Selected Poems* (Houghton Mifflin, 2000), was a finalist of the National Book Award and was cited by the *San Diego Union-Tribune* as "Forty years of his most shimmering work." The collection represents work chosen by Kinnei from his previous collections published between 1960 and 1994. Among those collections are *Imperfect Thirst* (1994), *When One Has Lived a Long Time Alone* (1990), and *Selected Poems* (1982) for which he received both the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award.

Kinnei is a former MacArthur Fellow and has been State Poet of Vermont. He lives in New York City and Vermont.
Phi Sigma Sigma

Welcome back everybody! Time to start off the new semester with a bang, and this sorority can’t wait! In up and coming events we will be participating in the annual Making Strides Against Breast Cancer walk, this will take place Sunday, October 12. All donations are backed by the promise of a 5-mile walk in scenic Roger Williams park. All are welcome, and donations can be sent to any Phi Sig member. We will also be holding Phi Sig’s traditional Jail and Bail. Have your best friend pay the price! See signs for further details and where to sign up. Greek ball was the place to be this weekend, except for that obnoxious table up front, is it true they even got the waiters phone number? Well everyone was cutting up the rug, and the lives of those who were only tying to help others. Out hearts and sorrow reach out to you.

Student Programming Board

This past weekend SPB held their annual retreat at Camp Woodstock in Connecticut. This year’s theme was piecing it together. Over the weekend E-board, chairs, and general members worked together on different things such as creative programming ideas and the outdoor ropes courses to enhance team-building skills. Josh Teixeira a new member of SPB said, “The retreat was awesome. Being a new member to SPB I didn’t know what to expect but I had a great time and made a lot of new friends over the weekend. I am looking forward to working with SPB this year.

For future reference don’t forget about SPB’s weekly programming events. This coming week there will be a Bingo series Tuesday night at 9pm in south. Free food will be provided. On Wednesday the musical act of Emily Says... will be performing in South at pm. Free food will be provided by WJMF. On Friday night 7-9 SPB will hold its 3rd annual Scavenger Hunt. Sign up if you are interested in participating at the SPB office or call the office at 618. Teams need to be at least 2-4 people. There are cash prizes for the winners. On Sunday there will be a showing of the movie Shrek at 7 & 9 pm. There is also a special showing at 2pm for faculty and their children. There will be free cookie decorating for the children. Just a reminder that Homecoming is the weekend of the 19-21st. Don’t forget to buy your ticket for the show Dispatch. Also make sure to sign up to help out with the weekend full of fun events!!!

Confirmation: Dispatch for Homecoming ‘01
By Andrew Higgins

The contracts are in!!! This year’s homecoming concert will feature Bomber Records recording artist Dispatch. Most popularly known for its hit song “The General”, Dispatch will be releasing its fifth album, Gut the Van, on November 6th. Rooted in rock, reggae, and funk, Dispatch describes its music as “trio vocal funk/ acoustic instrument-swap groove.” The band performs a variety of music styles, ranging from reggae jams to acoustic rock and electric funk, influencing the band’s musical roots are such groups as Sublime, Ben Harper, The Police, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Rage Against the Machine, Led Zeppelin, and Bob Marley. The concert will take place October 20th at 8 p.m. in the MAC.Tickets will be available to Bryant students starting October 10th, and sales will open to guests on October 15th. Tickets are $5 for Bryant students w/D; $8 for alumni, faculty and staff; and $10 for guests. For further information, visit the SPB website: http://web.bryant.edu/~spb.
The Archway
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**FOOTBALL REPORT**
By Brendan Shannon

With plenty of time off, the Bulldogs should be well rested and prepared for 2nd place Bentley this weekend at Bulldog Stadium. Their last game against the Greyhounds from Assumption was bittersweet, as the Bulldogs showed off their firepower, but let the Greyhounds put 36 points on the board.

Junior quarterback TONY GRANIERI (Atlantic City, NJ) rushed for 152 yards, scored three touchdowns and passed for two more as Bryant College defeated Assumption College, 52-36, in a wild Northeast-10 Conference game at Rocheleau Field, which was broadcast live on WJMF 88.7 FM Bryant College Radio.

Sharing the spotlight for the Bulldogs, now 2-1 overall and 2-1 in the conference, was sophomore running back ANDRE MCLEOD (Monroe, NY) who rushed for 94 yards.

The Bulldogs used a GARRETT WEBSTER (Cheshire, CT) fumble recovery to set up their first score ... a 29-yard field goal by sophomore JOHN HARTSHORN (Plainville, MA) capping an eight-play, 41-yard march. McLeod ran four times in the march for 33 yards.

The Hounds then struck right back as freshman tight end JOSE HOWLETT (Wilmington, MA) caught an 11-yard pass from post-graduate quarterback CHAD CARGES (North Attleboro, MA). Carges ran twice for 27 yards in the march as the Hounds led 7-3 following a junior TIM LONGDEN (Holden, MA) conversion.

Bryant then scored three second-period touchdowns to move to a commanding 24-7 halftime lead. A nine-yard run by junior BILLY JOYNER (Mattawan, NY) capped a 12-play, 69-yard drive. Joyner had rushed five times for 39 yards in the march. Granieri scammed 40 yards following a J.P. SHEVORY (Dedham, MA) interception and then fired a 24-yard touchdown pass to CHRIS ANDRADE (East Providence, RI) for a five-yardTD.

Men's Soccer Report

By Brendan Shannon

With more than half of the season left to play the Bulldogs are looking to capitalize on their win against Franklin Pierce as they head to Albany to take on St. Rose.

**Bulldogs Blank Franklin Pierce, 1-0**

SMITHFIELD, R.I. — Freshman goalkeeper James Purpura (Massapequa, N.Y.) made nine saves to register his first career shutout, allowing sophomore Clint Stonacek's (Omaha, Neb.) goal in the eighth minute to stand up as the game-winner in Bryant's 1-0 win against Franklin Pierce Saturday at Bulldog Stadium.

Franklin Pierce finished with a 15-9 advantage in shots, including an 8-2 discrepancy in the final 45 minutes to deny the Ravens. Stonacek's goal came when his blast from 15 yards out deflected off Raven defender Dominico Roma (Windsor, Ont.) and a Franklin Pierce defender into the back of the net. The Ravens threatened just once in the final 30 minutes, when Bjorgulfur Takefusa (Reykjavik, Iceland) received the ball alone at the top of the box, but Purpura came out to smother the shot. The Bulldog keeper made a nearly identical save on the Ravens' Ernest Olsus (Hillside, N.J.) with 10:30 left in the first half. Bryant improved to 3-0-0 overall and 2-0-0 in the Northeast-10 Conference with the decision. Roma made six saves for Franklin Pierce, which fell to 5-3-0 overall and 2-3-0 in the NE-10. Bryant's next match will be Wednesday, Oct. 3, when the Bulldogs face Saint Rose at 3 p.m. in Albany, N.Y. Franklin Pierce hosts UMass Lowell Wednesday in Rindge, N.H.

**Bulldogs Fall To Merrimack, 1-0**

SMITHFIELD, R.I. — Senior forward Scott Yavarow's (Billerica, Mass.) goal in the 21st minute stood up as the game-winner as sophomore goalkeeper Matt Parsons (Exeter, N.H.) made three saves for his third shutout of the year, leading Bentley to a 1-0 win against Bryant Tuesday afternoon at Bulldog Stadium. All three of Parsons' saves were of the highlight-film variety as he smothered two shots by Bryant's Clint Stonacek (Omaha, Neb.) in the first half, and denied Mario Delisi (East Northport, N.Y.) on a partial breakaway with 11 minutes left in the first half. Yavarow scored the game-winner by finishing a long cross from Adam Hughes (Bedford, N.H.) midway through the first half.

Bentley held a slight advantage in shots, 8-6, and the sides were even with five corner kicks each. Bryant goalkeeper James Purpura (Massapequa, N.Y.) made four saves for the Bulldogs. Bentley snapped a three-game losing streak and improved to 2-3-2 overall and 1-3-0 in the Northeast-10 Conference. Bryant fell to 2-4-0 overall and 1-2-0 in the NE-10.

**Volleyball Report**
By Brendan Shannon

The volleyball team takes their first Northeast 10 Conference loss of the season and turns in a banner performance in the Dowling Classic. After loosing to archival Bentley last Tuesday, the Bulldogs marched down to New York and picked up 3 convincing wins. Theresa Garlacy's team heads to Merrimack on Tuesday and then takes on Pace in a Friday night match-up in the Bryant Athletics & Recreation Center. And if you decide to head home early this weekend there is plenty of more games to catch! 7 home games in between October 16th - October 27th will give you more than enough opportunity to cheer on the Black and Gold!

**Bryant Wins Dowling Classic**

OAKDALE, N.Y. — Sophomore setter Britta Beckman (Omaha, Neb.) was tournament most valuable player, and junior right-side hitter Sarah Smith (State College, Pa.) and junior middle hitter Allison Gunther (Hauula, N.Y.), were named to the all-tournament team as Bryant captured the championship at the Dowling Classic Saturday afternoon.

Bryant, which had defeated St. Thomas Aquinas, 3-0, Friday night, followed with a 3-0 win against Adelphi and a 3-1 win against Dowling. The three wins improved Bryant to 1-4-0 on the season, while the win against Dowling marked the 100th victory for the Bulldogs' three seniors, Jeanette Rulli (Barkhamsted, Conn.), Alicia Harris (Clinton, Conn.) and Melissa Wright (Methuen, Mass.).

Beckman had 36 assists against St. Thomas Aquinas, 38 against Adelphi and 35 against Dowling to earn MVP honors. Gunther finished with double-figure kills in all three matches, while Smith stood out with 12 kills and 26 digs in the win against Dowling.

Bryant returns to action Tuesday, when the Bulldogs face Merrimack in a Northeast-10 Conference match in North Andover, Mass.

**NORTH ANDEOVER, Mass. — Freshman Joe Picariello (Sandwich, Mass.) scored his first career goal in the 73rd minute, lifting Merrimack to a 1-0 win against Bryant Wednesday afternoon at Warrior Field. Bulldog goalkeeper James Purpura (Massapequa, N.Y.) had stopped two shots as part of Merrimack's offensive buildup, but the rebound deflected to the foot of Picariello, who one-timed the game-winner. Purpura made three saves as Bryant fell to 2-5-0 overall and 1-3-0 in the Northeast-10. Merrimack keeper Keith Boudreau (Fords, Mass.) stopped four shots as the Warriors improved to 7-2-0 overall and 5-2-0 in the NE-10.

Bulldogs Fall To Bentley, 1-0

SMITHFIELD, R.I. — Senior forward Scott Yavarow's (Billerica, Mass.) goal in the 21st minute stood up as the game-winner as sophomore goalkeeper Matt Parsons (Exeter, N.H.) made three saves for his third shutout of the year, leading Bentley to a 1-0 win against Bryant Tuesday afternoon at Bulldog Stadium. All three of Parsons' saves were of the highlight-film variety as he smothered two shots by Bryant's Clint Stonacek (Omaha, Neb.) in the first half, and denied Mario Delisi (East Northport, N.Y.) on a partial breakaway with 11 minutes left in the first half. Yavarow scored the game-winner by finishing a long cross from Adam Hughes (Bedford, N.H.) midway through the first half. Bryant held a slight advantage in shots, 8-6, and the sides were even with five corner kicks each. Bryant goalkeeper James Purpura (Massapequa, N.Y.) made four saves for the Bulldogs. Bentley snapped a three-game losing streak and improved to 2-3-2 overall and 1-3-0 in the Northeast-10 Conference. Bryant fell to 2-4-0 overall and 1-2-0 in the NE-10.**
**Field Hockey Report**

By Brendan Shannon

9/23/01

**Bulldogs Fall To Kutztown, 5-3**

**SMITHFIELD, R.I.** — Senior forward Justine Baer (Shoemakersville, Pa.) scored two goals and Kutztown broke open a tie game at halftime into a 5-3 Golden Bear win Sunday afternoon at the Bryant Field Hockey Complex.

The first half saw the Bulldogs take a quick 1-0 lead 25 seconds after the opening whistle on junior Lindsay Schoolcraft's (Barre, Mass.) third goal of the year. But Kutztown answered less than a minute later when Carol Seyler (Tunkhannock, Pa.) converted a Duna Ferguson (Philadelphia, Pa.) cross, and the Golden Bears gained a 2-1 lead when Baer scored on a penalty stroke.

Bryant's Emily Grandmont (Auburn, Mass.) made it a 2-2 game with 9:15 left in the first half when she redirected an Erin Hoffman (South Dennis, Mass.) shot past Kutztown goalkeeper Veronica Carr (Mifflord, Pa.).

Ferguson finished a Rachel Gladiefer (Felton, Pa.) cross with 29:16 left in the second period to give Kutztown the lead for good, and Baer added the game-winner exactly 10 minutes later finishing a scramble in front. Bryant's Heidi Chirigotis (Westport, Mass.) scored with 17:26 left to make it a 4-3 game, but Kutztown's Rebecca Mooney (Phoenixville, Pa.) reclaimed the two-goal lead with 7:36 left.

Can made seven saves for Kutztown, including five in the second half, as the Golden Bears improved to 6-4 overall. Bryant goalkeeper Sharon Foley (Littleton, Mass.) made 13 stops, including two of three penalty shots, as the Bulldogs fell to 5-4.

9/25/01

**Patat Stone-Walls Franklin Pierce, 1-0**

**SMITHFIELD, R.I.** — Sophomore midfielder Jean Wall's (Sharon, Mass.) first career goal stood up as the game-winner as freshman goalkeeper Kristen Patat (Portsmouth, N.H.) registered her second assist and eighth point on the season. Patat, meanwhile, has not allowed a goal in two games and has stopped all 17 shots she has faced.

Bryant's Emily Grandmont (Auburn, Mass.) shot past Kutztown goalkeeper Veronica Carr (Mifflord, Pa.).

Ferguson finished a Rachel Gladiefer (Felton, Pa.) cross with 29:16 left in the second period to give Kutztown the lead for good, and Baer added the game-winner exactly 10 minutes later finishing a scramble in front. Bryant's Heidi Chirigotis (Westport, Mass.) scored with 17:26 left to make it a 4-3 game, but Kutztown's Rebecca Mooney (Phoenixville, Pa.) reclaimed the two-goal lead with 7:36 left.

Can made seven saves for Kutztown, including five in the second half, as the Golden Bears improved to 6-4 overall. Bryant goalkeeper Sharon Foley (Littleton, Mass.) made 13 stops, including two of three penalty shots, as the Bulldogs fell to 5-4.

9/29/01

**Bulldogs Roll Past Merrimack, 3-0**

**NORTH ANDOVER, Mass.** — Junior forward Lindsay Schoolcraft (Barre, Mass.) finished in two of Bryant's three goals as the Bulldogs cruised to a 3-0 win against Merrimack Sunday afternoon at Warrier Field.

Schoolcraft set up Bryant's first goal and added an insurance tally late in the second half, giving her four goals and three assists for 11 points on the year.

Bryant took a 1-0 lead into the break when sophomore forward Heidi Chirigotis (Westport, Mass.) finished a Schoolcraft pass with 5:21 to play in the first half.

Junior forward Emily Grandmont (Auburn, Mass.) added her team-leading seventh goal of the season with 20:04 left in the second half to make it a 2-0 game, and Schoolcraft completed the scoring with 16:00 left when she converted a Dana Scott (South Yarmouth, Mass.) cross.

Junior goalkeeper Sharon Foley (Littleton, Mass.) needed to make just one save in registering her seventh career shutout. Bryant held a 30-5 advantage in shots and took 20 penalty corners to the Warriors' two.

Bryant improved to 7-4 overall and 4-2 in the Northeast-10 with the win, while the Warriors fell to 2-7 overall and 1-5 in the league.

Bryant's next game is Thursday, Oct. 4, when the Bulldogs faced top-ranked Bentley in Waltham, Mass., at 7:30 p.m.
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Women's Soccer Report
By Brendan Shannon

"Failure is not my destiny"...no kidding? 5 wins in a row? And with 5 home games left out of the 9, there is plenty of time to catch the Bulldogs as they look to hold onto their #8 regional ranking. Chris Flint has turned this program around and is taking it to new heights. With a barrage of shots being peppered on opponent goalies, watching this team is a pleasure. You owe it to yourself to catch one of the upcoming games!

Bulldogs Fall To No. 2 Franklin Pierce, 5-1
RINDGE, N.H. - Franklin Pierce College, ranked No. 2 in this week's National Soccer Coaches Association of America (NSCAA) Division II poll, used a four-goal outburst in the second half to break open the match en route to a 5-1 victory over Bryant College in Northeast-10 Conference women's soccer action at Crystal Field this afternoon.

The Ravens then broke the match wide open with three goals in a 15-minute span, led by Keelid who connected with freshman Meghan Welcome (Haverhill, Mass./Haverhill) on a textbook give-and-go that resulted in Welcome's seventh marker of the season at 3:37.

Bryant, ranked No. 8 in the New England region, got on the board at 75:13 as sophomore Allison Kelly (Trumbull, Conn./Trumbull) scored on a deflection off a FPC defender. But it was too late as the Ravens 5 goals sealed the victory.

Bryant's seniors were honored with correct Credit Card information by 12:00pm and were presented a memorial for Shawn Skoglund (Littleton, Mass.) on a one-on-one break late in the period.

9/19 Bulldogs Blank New Haven, 2-0

SMITHFIELD, R.I. - Sophomore forward Allison Kelly (Trumbull, Conn.) scored two goals while freshman Kim Rekart (Ellicott City, Md.) made two saves in her first career shutout, leading Bryant to a 2-0 nonconference win against New Haven Wednesday afternoon at Bulldog Stadium. Bryant extended its winning streak to four games for the first time since 1997 and matched the longest streak in the 23-year history of the program.

Kelly scored the only goal Bryant needed in the 14th minute when she headed in a long cross from sophomore midfielder Amanda Duval (Bedford, N.H.). She added an insurance goal in the 55th minute when she ripped a direct kick past the Charger wall to the far post from 25 yards out.

Bryant held a 17-3 advantage in shots, with Rekart making a pair of saves to register her first solo shutout of the year. New Haven keeper Megan Kilbridge (Guilford, Conn.) made six saves for the Chargers.

Kelly's goals were her second and third of the season, giving her 11 points in six games this year, while Rekart lowered her goals-against average to 1.32.
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